
 
Podcast #9 June 3rd 
 

1) Welcome to The Garbage Fire Podcast aka MFKS Radio on the airwaves dial at 
4/87.52. Your pod is hosted by Kelsey and Megan who are 873% ready for the 
school year to be over.  

2) The Garbage Fire Pod is all about being unironically passionate to the point that 
you would dive into the dumpster for the things that you love 

3) Sportz! - SURPRISE SURPRISE Roger Millions is a climate change denier. 
Discussion on sports people fitting that viewpoint? Shaq/flat earthers as well? 
What damage do they do as role models? Where does the viewpoint come from? 
A narrow life focussed only around sports? 

a) Contrary example for politically active & vocal athletes would be people 
like Ference & Scrivens & Kaepernick & LBJ & Chris Kluwe & Martellus 
Bennett who are vilified at times for making those stances known 

b) Also Curt Schilling is a racist piece of shit and he has a platform and it’s 
disturbing as hell 

c) Tom Brady/Robert Kraft & Trump 
4) President Bracket Final Lincoln v Obama (and there is delicious irony here) 
5) Garbage Kelsey: House of Cards is incredibly prescient and I just cannot even 

Filming had begun by July 20, 2016, and finished by February 14, 2017 
6) Garbage Megan  
7) See Questions- Twitter Feed:Ones from Malc: 

a) could Megan talk about her night sky photography? Im very interested in the 
logistics of it. What's the forest like at night? What time does she do this at? What 
do you have to pack? Are there other parks she is interested in taking pictures 
from?  

b) Celtic won a domestic treble and went unbeaten in the league. This isn't a question. 
c) if you were an American student athlete (in whichever sport makes you happy) which 
school would you want to play for/attend? 

8)  Follow Us! garbagefirepodcast@gmail.com  @GarbageFirePod 
9) Thank You & See you next time in the dumpster 
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